In the Internet addressing and naming market there's a lot of competition, margins are thin, and the premiums on good planning and good execution are nowhere higher. To survive, investors and entrepreneurs have to be bold. Some entrepreneurs, however, go beyond "bold" and enter the territory of "arrogant" by making the wild assumption that they will have no competitors if they create a new and profitable niche. So it is with those who would unilaterally supplant or redraw the existing Internet resource governance or allocation systems. Because alternative DNS (Domain Name System) roots provide such a well-proved and well-understood example of this kind of arrogance, this article begins with a short slog through that swamp before discussing the more current and topical matter of alternative numbering Whois.
operators including both service providers and end users. Allocation policy is set in each region by a public policy development process, and resource allocations are governed by agreements that clearly describe the allocation as being based on "demonstrated need" for network growth. These agreements also declare that number resources are not property.
Legacy numbering allocations made in the decades before the RIR system was put in place were very large because of the technical limitations of the time. The effect of this today is that about half of all allocated numbers are of the legacy type even though most allocations are of the RIR type. Now that the Internet is running short of new IPv4 numbers for network growth, many network operators are looking for ways to acquire the rights to as many IPv4 numbers as possible so they can continue to grow their networks while the Internet converts from IPv4 to IPv6. This makes the older and larger legacy numbers very attractive, since the allocations were larger and are often held by older companies and universities whose needs may be modest by current standards. The holders of legacy numbers have no contractually explicit rights concerning those numbers unless they have sought safe harbor by entering into an RIR contract, but as a practical matter anyone who is using legacy addresses received in the pre-RIR era can safely continue to do so.
The RIR system permits designated transfers between address holders. The goal of the RIR transfer regime is to bring more IPv4 addresses into active use to facilitate network growth during the IPv6 transition. Any network operator who can demonstrate near-term operational need for number resources and who can negotiate a transfer with the current holder of those resources can simply sign an RIR contract and receive rights to the resources. Because this transfer regime was developed through a public policy development process, which is therefore bottom up rather than top down in nature, these rules are literally what the community of network operators asked for-such rules cannot be imposed by any government. Some interested parties, however, may not be able to demonstrate an immediate operational need and thus will not qualify as number-resource recipients.
One class of such parties is the network operator who desires a long-term forward reserve. Another class is speculators who will never have need for the numbering resources in their own names but who would like to hold the resources for later monetization (for example, rental or trading in futures).
It's necessary to digest all of this background information to understand that not all interested parties are qualified recipients by the current transfer policies and not all transferable resources are under an explicit contract. The oft-stated concern is that these resources will be traded outside the system and that the RIR records (called Whois) will become useless. Since network operators use the RIR records every day to manage and diagnose their networks, these records should be complete and accurate. One proposal often heard in this context is that RIRs should not regulate transfers in any way and should simply record any transfer brought to them by a cooperating seller and buyer.
A supporting argument for this proposal is that Whois can be run by anybody and if the RIRs won't run an accurate Whois system (which is to say, a permissive system accepting the results of any and all transfers without limitation), then somebody else will do so. This argument breeds arrogance.
A strong advantage of the RIR Whois system in the eyes of network operators is that it is universal.
There is only one entry for any given netblock and, therefore, effectively only one Whois system even though each RIR independently runs its part of that system. Let's assume for the purposes of argument, however, that an alternative Whois system is created and enough network operators trust it that this alternative system becomes operationally relevant and that a non-RIR resource transfer regime becomes practical. Does anybody really believe that there would be only one alternative Whois system-no copycatting? Or as in the case of alternative DNS described earlier, would not the number of potential alternative Whois systems be limited only by available capital?
It would be technically possible to maintain a list of all alternative Whois systems and to query them all in parallel whenever network operations require knowing the details about a block of IP addresses. Inevitably, however, the same network would appear to be registered to different operators in different Whois systems since freedom from transfer limitations is the stated reason for the very existence of the alternative systems. While anybody can start a new Whois system at any time, the operational usefulness and therefore the relevance of a Whois system depends on coherence and cooperation-two properties that an alternative Whois system and the alternative transfer market it supports would not have.
IN CONCLUSION
Any proposal for a competing Whois registry model is as doomed by design and destiny as every alternative DNS system. Even if it succeeds at first, it would fail after copycatting occurred.
Participants in RIR public policy development would do well to remember this when evaluating dire warnings of RIR Whois irrelevancy because of an RIR transfer regime having a requirement of nearterm demonstrated operational need. Speculators who want to monetize future need and network operators who want a forward reserve might still find ways to act outside the system, but resources will have to come into the system when their ultimate recipients qualify to receive the resources due to then-immediate operational need. The RIR system has no power to govern such private actions, but it need not and should not cede authority over the transfer policy and Whois registry-because that's in the physics.
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